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6th Annual Curve Cowboy Reunion: 605 Attendees and 339 K1200LTs!!! For the
SIXTH straight year, the Curve Cowboy Reunion has sold out and registration is now 
closed. Still looking to attend??? As with each year, some people will find that they
can no longer attend the reunion and will offer their slots for sale in the classifieds 
section. The only way you can attend is to pick up one of the slots for sale. CLICK 
HERE to see the available slots. See who else is attending. Take a look at the
schedule. Check out the vendors. Keep up with the latest news.
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drumsbmw
(senior member)
11/11/02 12:02 PM
IP Address: 4.46.91.230

Message 
No.: 38185

 Cannisterectomy - Good or bad??? Reply 

Hi- 

I was contemplating doing the cannisterectomy after reading all the talk 
about them. Sounded like a good idea and I was gonna have the dealer do 
it along with some other services I was getting. 

The dealer said lotsa people do take them off, but he said it was a lot 
smarter to periodically replace the cannister instead of removing it entirely. 
I asked why and he explained that the canister does serve the purpose of 
filtering the air that comes into the fuel, before it gets into the engine. He 
said that without it, you'd likely have some small debris sitting in the 
bottom of your fuel tank after a while. He said he thought they cannisters 
were very cheap (didnt quote a price at the time tho), and that of course 
BMW recommended keeping it installed. He was familiar with what 
happens when your cannister gets dirty, and the resulting damage it can 
do, but said that its cheaper insurance to replace it periodically and to still 
have a 'purified' air input for your fuel mixture. 

I'm no expert but if they are indeed cheap then maybe could he have a 
point there? Or is he just using the usual dealer and mfgr lingo to keep me 
purchasing yet another consumable? 

Anyone care to comment on that? Anyone replaced theirs instead of 
removing it? Anyone removed theirs to find garbage collecting in the fuel 
tank as a result? 

I appreciate everyone's input who cares to offer it. 

Brian 

Marina Del Rey, CA 
'01 LTC Pacific Blue Metallic - "The Mothership" 
'81 Yamaha Maxim 650 - "Thin to Win" (currently on ebay)
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grifscoots
(Elitist Slob)
11/11/02 06:42 PM
IP Address: 4.60.245.243

Message 
No.:

38210

 Re: Cannisterectomy - Good or bad??? [re: 
drumsbmw]

Reply 

hey brian, basically it's an epa (environmental protection) thang. true, it is 
a vent, but if the cannister was so critical why doesn't every bike have 
one? if debris was a big issue the fuel filter will deal with it and i've 
replaced lots of fuel filters and have never found one clogged. 

i believe the liabilities far exceed any good, ask the boys who've had 
problems out in the middle of bfe. 

if your dealer balks, it's very simple to pull. 

-=grif=- 

Post Extras:          

fireman95
(lurker)
11/11/02 07:30 PM
IP 
Address: 199.35.191.182

Message 
No.:

38212

 Re: Cannisterectomy - Good or bad??? [re: 
drumsbmw]

Reply 

Did away with mine. Used clear fuel filter @ end of line. 36,000 miles-no 
debris problem in filter muchless tank.

Post Extras:          

mneblett
(addict)
11/11/02 08:07 PM
IP 
Address:

63.102.221.18

Message 
No.: 38216

 Re: Cannisterectomy - Good or bad??? [re: 
drumsbmw]

Reply 

<The dealer said lotsa people do take them off, but he said it was a lot 
smarter to periodically replace the cannister instead of removing it entirely. 
I asked why and he explained that the canister does serve the purpose of 
filtering the air that comes into the fuel, before it gets into the engine. He 
said that without it, you'd likely have some small debris sitting in the 
bottom of your fuel tank after a while. He said he thought they cannisters 
were very cheap (didnt quote a price at the time tho), and that of course 
BMW recommended keeping it installed. He was familiar with what 
happens when your cannister gets dirty, and the resulting damage it can 
do, but said that its cheaper insurance to replace it periodically and to still 
have a 'purified' air input for your fuel mixture. > 

Interesting theory, but as a practical matter, airborne particles are not a 
concern to me for at least three reasons: (1) the re-routed vent line is long 
enough, and oriented such that a significant volume of particles won't 
reach the tank; (2) you'll get a lot more "crap" into the tank from dirty gas 
station storage tanks than you'll ever get from the air -- so if your dealer 
ever shows you sludge at the bottom of the tank, you can be sure it's not 
an accumulation of airborne particles; and (3) I don't really care what's at 
the bottom of the tank -- that's why there's a fuel filter (and a pre-pump 
screen to keep the large particles from damaging the pump). 

I *really* don't buy the "cheaper insurance to replace it periodically" part 
-- a canister can become filled with fuel or water whether it's new or old, 
so a "fresh" canister does nothing to decrease the risk of encountering the 
problems associated with liquid-filled canister. Maybe if you live in extreme
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dust conditions a canister *might* conceivably load up over time enough 
to clog (and cause the same problems as a liquid-filled canister), but I've 
never actually heard of such an occurance. Still no reason to not yank the
thing, IMO. 

Mark Neblett 
Fairfax, VA
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38241

 Re: Cannisterectomy - Good or bad??? [re: 
mneblett]

Reply 

If you are concerned with getting airborn particulate in your tank, then you 
could always apply a couple of cheap solutions. 

1) Cut a quarter sized patch out of an old pair of your wifes stockings and 
attach it to the end of the hose with a rubber band. 

2) Go to a store that sells aquarium supplies and buy an airstone. Insert it 
in the tube and secure it with a hose clamp. This would be harder to clean, 
and more expensive. 

3) Get a piece of speaker grill foam or grill cloth and apply it in the same 
manner as #1 

I removed my canister on my GS because I drilled a hole in the fuel filler 
neck to allow another half gallon in the tank. Problem is, when the fuel 
heats and expands, some will run out the overflow tube. It the canister 
were still attached, the bike would run horribly. 

Another positive to removing the canister is cleaner throttle bodies. I've 
removed my idle adjustment screws and seen the black gunk stuck to 
them. I would assume this is from the carbon dust and the intake hose on 
the oilhead throttle body is just below the brass idle screw. 

MSF Certified RiderCoach 
'02 R1150GS - Graphitian 
'02 R1150RT - Silver (rest in peace) 
Nashville, TN
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